Germans May Go Through Dardanelles

Turkey's consent to go unmolested through the Dardanelles.

American aid to the British will be soon going forth in U.S. ships manned by our sailors with destinations at some port or other and perhaps the last milestone in Hitler's complete domination of the Balkan area. It appears that this time Germany's sharp advance will be upon the head of Turkey, possession of the Dardanelles.

Along with the return of the French Pupus reaches Athens and begins her persuasive requests, or to put it more bluntly and to the point her demands of behalf of Adolf Hitler, upon the Turks, the Hitler-Stalin conferences will also be taking place at some European point. With British forces now determined to make their stand to prevent the Soviet and Japan's control of the Middle East.

The reported meeting of Hitler and Stalin in the immediate future, added to the hurried return of Germany's sea displaced in the Middle East, would be a coup for either or perhaps the lastblings in Hitler's complete domination of the Balkan area. It appears that this time Germany's sharp advance will be upon the head of Turkey, possession of the Dardanelles.

Either on land or sea, the British Pupus will be following closely upon the head of Turkey, possession of the Dardanelles.

Hagishi Group to Meet Tomorrow Nite

There will be a meeting of the Hagishi Dining Young Professionals tomorrow night, at the 50 room Hotel, 600 S. Pauahi St. All members of the group are urged to attend this important meeting.


The US-Argentine treaty, which has been signed, provides for an increase in trade between the two countries.

New Treaties Negotiated by Iraq-USSR

The new treaties were negotiated by the governments of Iraq and the USSR, which is expected to be signed soon. They will be of great importance in the Middle East.

Marriage

Shun Nakamura, proprietor of the Shun Nakamura's Hotel, and Miss Mutsu Nakamura, were married at the Hotel Kea Lia, in Hilo. The bride performed the ceremony attended by the family and friends.

The last regular meeting of the Hilo Mystic Club will be held on May 22nd. There will be a meeting of the Hilo Mystic Club tomorrow night, at the 50 room Hotel, 600 S. Pauahi St. All members of the group are urged to attend this important meeting.
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This is an article about the

DUCIE MEET-JAH!” — With cries of “Ducie Meet-Jah!” more than 500 teams removed

MONOPLAN GETS FORESTRY AWARD

A highlight of this week’s competition of the Monolian American Forestry Association in Monolan, is the presentation of a trophy to Mr. Earl W. Chapman, of the U.S. Forest Service, by President H. I. Jones, commander of Third Army.

TESSIR, THEY’RE WOMEN—These are lady wardens wearing new gas masks designed for old folks and those with chest

problems. Picture taken in London when gas test caught Saturday shoppers by surprise. Masks are designed to cover all heads, without nose clamps or mouthpieces.

THE END

SAPPELS—These are Chinese fortress engineers or “sappers.” In British service in Hongkong, they are being reviewed by British Air Chief Marshal

Robert Brooke-Popham, on visit to British crown colony of Southern China.

How to Forget All Your Worries

Patience Morton, the twenty year old actress, dramatized in one
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RAPS BRIDGES

AUTO INDUSTRY BEGINS TO USE NEW PLASTICS

NEW YORK, May 10—America’s automobile industry—first to feel the pinch of priorities laid down by the Office of Production Management, today is working on models in response to plans for plastics with available substitutes.

Experts visualize use of more and more plastics by the motor industry which already uses these developments of chemistry for the defense program, including engine, engine parts and parts, interiors, tanks, and power plants for ships.

Another perplexing battle is that of maintenance of factory operations of present to produce the ideal body, without competing with the defense program’s needs.

The automotive industry by the nation’s largest user of all kinds of steel, nickel, iron, tin, lead, rubber, copper, lead, and all such materials, tin, copper and steel, is at a dangerous low level.

This is reported to the Selective Service System that a study by the President’s Council on Education.

The Selective Service System has been asked to notify local authorities of students whose studies are more important than their present training as reported to the Selective Service System in fields directly related to the national interest.

All state and territorial directors have been asked to notify local authorities of students whose training is in fields directly related to the national interest.

The Selective Service System has been asked to notify local authorities of students whose training is in fields directly related to the national interest.
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Softball league is in progress, with the islands around Greece forming the distant nullify the importance of this aid by taking the Suez way from the British before any large amount of American aid reaches via the Red Sea to the British has termination to carry aid via the Red Sea to the British has from the North African coast, now engaged in bitter fight.
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Amfac: S. Abe and S. Kolia-
傷兵も銃を執り蹴起
四日目三時、包囲の敵激戦
野戦病院の血の戦闘日誌

急救空援軍

コハラ潮風会

船舶便り

自然療法
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月下、ロンドン大爆撃

伊機英艦隊攻撃

首脳会議開催

英国の喪失百同

破壊も堂議会開催

毎日

GOES TO PRAY—Seventeen-year-old King Peter of Yugoslavia takes salute of Belgrade guard as he goes to special Cathedral services after surrender to Nazis. Premier General Shamititch is rear. King later red Belgrade.